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ROLE OF FLUCTUATIONS IN HEAVY IONREACTIONS�M. Colonna, M. Di Toro, A. Guarnera, S. MaaroneLaboratorio Nazionale del SudVia S. So�a 44, Catania, Siilia, ItalyM. Zielinska-PfabeDepartment of Physis, Smith College, Northampton, MA 01063, USAand H.H. WolterSektion Physik, Universität MünhenAm Coulombwall 1, D-85748 Garhing, Germany(Reeived January 26, 1999)Nulear density �utuations are introdued into BUU simulations ofreations between heavy ions. In ases of spinoidal instabilities of the inter-ating systems they strongly enhane a prodution of light and intermediatemass fragments.PACS numbers: 25.70.PqThe mean �eld approahes to studies of reations between heavy ionshave proved to be very suessful in desribing the dynamial evolution ofthe interating systems in regions of stability of nulear matter. However, ifthe nulear matter enters into a region of instability, the �utuations mightbeome extremely important. The mean �eld formalism does not inludeany kind of �utuations.We disuss here the ourrene of spinoidal (volume) instabilities whihmay develop when after initial ompression the expansion brings the systemin the overlapping zone (nek area) below the ritial density. If the inter-ation time and the time for growing of instabilities are of the same order,the �utuation will be ampli�ed by the mean �eld.� Presented at the International Conferene �Nulear Physis Close to the Barrier�,Warszawa, Poland, June 30�July 4, 1998.(1573)



1574 M. Colonna et al.The dynamial evolution of the olliding system is desribed by usingBoltzmann- Uheling-Uhlenbek (BUU) formalism whih inludes a ollisionterm Ioll depending on an e�etive nuleon-nuleon ross setion. The testpartile method with 100-200 test partiles per nuleon has been used tosolve the BUU equation [1℄.�f�t + �!pm�!rrf ��!rrU�!rpf = Ioll : (1)The distribution funtion f(�!r ;�!p ; t) is written as a linear ombinationof isotropi Gaussian pakets orresponding to the test partiles. The self-onsistent mean-�eld potential U is taken in the form of a simpli�ed Skyrmeinteration. Here m is a nuleon mass. As the olliding system, desribedby the distribution funtion f(�!r ;�!p ; t) obtained by solving a BUU equationstarts to expand, density �utuations are introdued in the oordinate spae,in a statistially onsistent way. The variane of these �utuations �2�(�!r ; t)is determined by assuming a Fermi gas at loal thermal equilibrium [2℄.�2� = 16�mp2mV h3 p"FT �1� �2T 212"2F + :::� : (2)Here T is the loal temperature, "F a loal Fermi energy and V denotesthe volume of a part of the system � a ell � where the �utuation is beingintrodued. Sine "F depends on density only, we divide the system into ellsand in eah of them we need to �nd the temperature T and the density �,in order to determine the variane �2�.Roughly speaking, the density in anyell is proportional to the number of test partiles inside the ell. The loaltemperature of a gas of Fermions an be estimated from the knowledge ofkineti energy density. In eah ell we make a random hange of density inagreement with a Gaussian distribution with the previously alulated vari-ane �2�. The proedure must onserve total mass, total harge, momentumand energy of the system. After the density �utuation has been introdued,the BUU formalism is used again to follow the further evolution of the sys-tem, sine it is the mean �eld that will determine whether the �utuationwill evolve.The method previously tested for inomplete fusion of Ni + Ni at 30MeV/A [2℄, has been applied to a deep inelasti ollision of Ar with Fe at 45and 53 MeV/A. The �utuations lead to a rih spetrum of reations out-omes. They strongly enhane a prodution of light and intermediate massfragments. The mean �eld alone does not desribe the experimentally ob-served multifragmentation proess [3℄. The inlusion of density �utuationsis absolutely essential.
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